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Oral health remains a very gr‘ea七Pr.Oblem in todayis socie七y.
A s七udy, in 1952, Ofteenagers showed that 93% of the population had
a与lea‘S七One Carious lesion. (1) ¥Ano七her survey of a priva.七e pedo-
don七ic prac七ice showed tha七36% of three-year Olds were fpund to
have carious exposures on their primary molars. By the age of
five years, these pa七ien七s∴Showed a 33% increas示n carious exposures
On their primary molars. (2) Goldman has shown a high pr.evalence
Of periodontal disease among children. (3〉　Res七ora七ive den七is七ry will
never be the total answer in eradicat主ng oral disease. Preven七ion
WOuld appear to be advantageous in controlling and cur七ailing oral
disease. Wi七h proper patient educa七ion, One Should be able to
motivate the youth of today to be more conscien七ious about oral heal七h
througho、ut their. 1ives.
T¥he purpose of this investigation was to u七ilize two methods of
Oral hygiene education, and to demonstra七e (by scoring plaque) which
method, if any’ bes七motivated the patients. InvoIving the pre-SChooI
Childク　Observa七ions wer.e made to determine if these children could
SuCCeSSfully be educated in proper oral hygiene.
REVIEW OF TH田LIT田RATU丑田
A. Historical Aspects of Oral Hygiene
Oral hygiene armamentarium dates back to antiquity. Duval(4〉
da七es the primitive toothbrush back to the days of Hippocr.ates. He
theorizes that the primitive toothbrush evolved from the ancien七
CuStOm Of chewing twigs of lentisk wood to glⅤe a Pleasan七(odor` tO the
breath・ From the gospel of Buddhism, One Can read∴一Only upon the
last day of the seven weeks he desired to bathe and eat, and receiving
Water and a too七hstick from the God Sakka, the Budda (fifth cent. B.C.〉
ba七hed his face and seated himself a七the foo七of a tree.当5) The Talmud
SPeaks of 。quesem。, Which was a chip or splin七er divided on one end by
Chewing and biting and then used as a too七hbrush.(6)エn the book, The
Care of Mou七h and Teeth Amon The Mohammedan Nations by
Dr・ Zeki Keram Bey’he noted the follow皿g concerning the primi七ive
toothbrush:
(1) The toothbrush was called a "Miswak一一and was made
Of special wood, One end of which was beaten to a
fibrous brush.
(2) The presents that a Mohammedan couldbring home
from Mecca included a prayer chain, a miswak and
a chital (too七hpieks〉.
(3) From their proverbs∴一書One prayer and miswak is
WOrth more than 70 prayers wi七h out a miswak, and
God has made this day (Friday) holy; bathe and use
the Miswak.当7)
These types of primitive brushes are still used in Asia and Africa and
in some ve′ry r.ural ar.eas of the Uni七ed S七a七es.(8〉
Sachs(9) was able to trace the primitive toothpick to early Roman
times・ He describes the wooden qui11, gOld and silver toothpicks.





quill∴I The poet Martial(11) (40-101 A・ D. ) makes reference to two types
Of toothpicks. The Per.sian Parses consideredl七he use of the toothpick a
千itual procedure・ The grea七poet and ma七hematician Omar Khayyam
(1025-丘23 A. Dつ(12〉 used to cleanse his ’tee七h wi七h a golden too七hp土ck.
耽was only logical for' SOme tyPe Of dentifrice to evoIve for more
efficacious use of the brush. The firs七mention of a den七ifrice comes from
the Ebers Papyrus. This was an Egyptian ma皿ual compiled about ‘
1500 B. C. from early medical wr‘itings. Many authorities daLte these
Wri七ings back to 4000 B. C. One example of an early dentifrice is as
follows:
Powder of the fruit of the d即m-Plum
tree, Or POWder of flint stones==Pa.rt l
GreenLead　=====Part l
蹄oney　　　二二二二二pa壇1・
This was to be mixed wi七h each o七her and rubbed on the teeth。 (13〉
二P主事蛙Compendium ←Of ancient Chinese medical science〈14〉 describes
two dentifr王ces for the whitening of the tee七h・ In 460 B. C. Hippocrates
WrOte a PreSCrip七ion for a den七ifrice as follows:
。when a woman-s mouth sme11s and her gums are black
and unheaLlthy, One bur.ns, SeParately, the head of a
ha‘re, amd three mice, a軸er having taken ou七the intes一
、七ines of two ofthem (not, however, the liver or the
kidneys); One POunds in a s七one mortar; S9me marble
Or Whi七e s七one, and passes i吊hrough a sleVe; One
then mixes equal par七s of these ingredients and with
this mixture one rubs the tee七h *nd the interi0r Of the
mou七h; a軸erward one rubs them ag証n with greasy
WOOl and one washes the mou七h wi七h water. O皿e soaks
七he dir七y wool in honey and wi七h it, One rubs the七ee七h
and the gums, inside and outside. One pounds di11 and
anis: Seeds, tWO Oboles (abou七3/4 of a gran) of myrrh;
One lmmerSeS these subs七ances in half a co七yle (about
l/2 of a liter〉 of pure whi七e wine: One then rinses the
mouth wi七h:it, holding it in the mouth for‘ SOme ti髄e;
南　3　-
七his is to be done frequently. The mou七hto be rinsed
Wi七h the said preparation fasting and a軸er each meal.
The medicament described above cleans the tee七h and
gives them a sweet smell. ‡七is known und6r the name
of Indian Medicament.当15)
Scribonius Largus 〈47 A. D. )〈16〉 gave various recipes for
differe車dentifrices. One of his recipes was to strengthen the tee七h.
耽consisted of the s′kin of a radish dried in the sun, grOund to powder,
and then passed through a sieve. Avicenna 〈98O-1047〉(17〉 warned
against den七ifrices containing har‘d and coarse par七icles, aS SuCh are
liable to injure the tooth surfa,Ce.
During this early period, many reSPeCted men began to expound
七heir philosophies on or‘al hygiene. Comelius Celus (30 B. C. - 5 A.D. )(18)
in Rome wro七e De Medicina. This was a bookto sum up the medical
knowledge to the days of Augustus.血his book, he stated∴一Af七er
r.insing, if i七be not win七er, the mouth should be rinsed with a quan七ity
of fresh water∴一　He also discussed black s七ains on the teeth, and he
aLdvised that they be scr年Ped off・
Carius Plinus Secunder (23 A. D. )(19〉 said '悟ⅩPerience teaches
七hat agains七the bad odor of the breath, i七is useful to wash the mouth
Wi七h pure wine before sleep, a.nd tha七to avoid aching of the tee七h, i七is
good to rinse the mouth, in the moming with several mouthfuls of fresh
waterク/ bu七of an odd number. 。
In the middle of the first cen七ury, Serrvilus Damocrates, (20〉 a
renown Greek physician in Rome, attaChed great importance to the
Cleanliness of the teeth, and he considered this to be a prer.equisite for
avoiding disease of the tee七h and gums.
-　4　細
During the Middle Ages, the Arabian Empire evoIved and
Wi七h i七their cul七ure and medical arts arose. One of the interesting
fac七s about Arabian medical ar七s is their aversion towards surgery
and the preventive effor七s to avoid i七. (21〉　Rhazes (22主(middle of
9th ce山ury) recommended astringent mouth washes and sundry
den七ifrice powders to s七rengthen loosened tee七h. Avicenna (23〉
〈980 A. Dつan author.ity on medicine among the Arabs gives advice to
七he preservation and cleanliness of the teeth. Burning hartshom, is,
accor.ding to him, a. mOS七valuable dentifrice, tO remOVe tar七a.r from
七he teeth. He recommended many remedies and especially den七ifrices
Of sa・1七, bumt shell of snails, Plas七er of paris, e七C. Albalcasis
(105O-1122 A・ D. 〉 (24) in Cordova took a serious insigh七in七o dental
七ar七ar and scrupulous cleaning of the tee七h.
Giovami of Arcoli (Professor at BoIogna一一died in 1484 A.Dつ(25〉
1aid down ten dis七inc七rules concerning oral hygiene. The mos七
Significant ones are as fo11ows:
。The mouth mus七be cleaned, at OnCe, a軸er ever.y meal,
from the pa轟icles of food le耽in them, and for this
PurPOSe muS七be used thin pleCeS Of wood somewhat
broad at the ends, but not sharp, POinted or edged; and
Preference should be given to small cypress twigs, tO
the wood of aloes, JumPer, and similar sorts of wood
Which are rather. be七ter and slyp七a; Ca.re muS七, however,
be liken not to search too Iong in the dental in七erstices
and no七to injure the gums or shake the teeth.
After this the teeth must be rinsed.
The teeth mus七be rubbed with a sui七able dentifrice
before going to bed or else in the morning befor.e
breakfas七∴1
ー　5　-
In the 16七h century, Ambroise Pareタ　a French Surgeon, WaS
quo÷ed as∴Saying the fol工owing‥ (26)
。Af七er the meals the mouth must be r‘insed with water and
wine or v7i七h water wi七h a little vinegar added to i七, and
七he teeth 61eaned from all residues of food so that their
pu七rifying may no七spoil the tee七h and make the breath fetid・。
JohnCJacob Wecker, (27〉 who was a doctor a七Colmar in 1576,
WrO七e about cl(eanSing and disinfecting the mouth to preven七disease.
He described a prophylactic measure against plague by r'ubbing the
七eeth wi七h theriac, mithrida七e and angelica.
In the 17七h century, Lazare Riviera (28〉 stated言’The best way
Of cleaning the teeth consists of rubbing them wi七h a small s七ick
immersed in sulfuric acid and af七erwards drying tbem wi七h a pleCe Of
linen∴ This remedy not only cleanses the teeth whi七e。 but i七pr‘eSerVeS
七hem from caries.一一
Pierre Fauchard, Who was bor`n in Brit七arry in 1690, WaS the
founder of mOdern scientific den七istry. He is cr.edited with the
following statemen七夕∵一Li七tle or no care as to the cleanliness of the
七eeth is 6rdinar.ily the cause of all the maladies tha七destroy them.’一(29)
Jean Jacques Joseph Sierre (1759細183O〉 published a book in Berlin on
dental hygiejle.
I七was the la七七er par‘七Of the 19th century and early 20th century
七hat theoral hygiene movement began to surge ahead. Men such as
一　6　-
David D. Smi七h (1839-192O), Sidney J. Rash (1873-1935〉 played
Significan七roles. La七er,, C・M・ Wrigh七of Cincinnati, M.L. Rhenin of
New Yor‘k and Alfred Ce Fones of B中dgepor七, Conn. made con七ributing
effor七s:
。These men were chiefly responsible for oral hygiene
making pr.ogress. Sys七emic prophylactic treatmen七in
七he form of scaling, POlishing and massage was
SuCCeSSful in七he skilled hands of Smi七h and Wright,
both of whom by n急ture were endowed with a
missionary zeal which compe11ed them to broadcast
their r.esul七s・ Accep七ance of these principals of oral
hygiene led to a great many clinics dedicated to the
CauSe Of preventative dentistry.当3O)
一　7　-
B・ Ra七ionale for Advoca七ing Or.al Hygiene Education
in the Pediatric Patient
Conceming the oral health of the pediatric patient, many
PraCtitioners may not be aware of their problems. For example, many
PraCtitioners consider periodon七al disease to be only concerned with
the adult popula七ion; however, this is not necessarily true.工n 1938, McCall
recognized the fact that the foundation of virtually all periodontal disease
exists in the mouths of children.(31)
In 1955, Marsha11-Day investigated a cross section of 13-15 year
Old patients in the city of Bosten.(32) The study found a high incidence of
Periodontal disease at an early age (gingival standpoin七〇 80%). Forty-Six
PerCent Of the males∴Showed pocke七formation but no root exposure in
COmPar.ison with 24% of females.
Anpther study in Tecumseh, Michigan in 1963 involved 159 childr.en,
5-14 years of age. The tissues around the deciduous teeth wer‘e Studied. I七
WaS COnCluqed that 99・4% of these patients wer‘e affected with gingivitis.(33)
A significant study in 1968 invoIving 3, 127 children, aged 3-18,
Showed 72%　having periodontal lesions.(34〉　The lesions began at age 4
and increased with age. This study was able to correlate the amoun七of
Calculus, Plaque and poor oral hygiene wi七h the incidence of periodontal
lesions.
In`1970砂97 dr‘y human skulls of children varying from 2-5 year.s
Of age were exanined for the presence of periodontal disease.(35〉　These
Skulls showed bony destruction as a result of periodontal disease. The
bony lesions∴Showed cIose similarities with adul七s; there were fur.cation
invoIvement, reSOrP七ion and infrabony pockets.
ー　8　-
In their. tex七夕　Goldman and Cohen state as fo11ows:
一厘un七rea七ed, many Of these lesions `
(in childr.en) will progr.ess, Wi七h fur‘ther
des七r.uc七ion in adul七hood, and i七will be-
COme aPParen七tha七to be successful any
PreVen七a七ive program to con七roI perio-
dontal disease w租1 firs七have to eliminate
Pathologic conditions‘of the periodon七ium
in children.一一(36)
一　9　-
Den七al caries, tOO, is another problem confronting the
Pedia七ric patient. In a 1951 survey mVOIving Connec七icu七childr.en,
七he following resul七s were revealed abou七511 patients in a. private
prac七ice: (37〉
〈1) 36% ofthree year olds had carious exposures on
七heir deciduous molars ,
(2) 69% of thes.e pa七ien七s at five years h軸carious
exposures mVOIving the molars.
To in七elligen七ly evaluate the li七eratureクthere must be a- SyStem
for classifying dental car.ies in the child. In 1943, the_Associa七ion of
Public Health Den七is七s published the d. e. f..sys七em。 (38〉　The sys七em
ha.s the fo11owing abbrevia七ions:
(1〉　d=decayed primary too七h
(2〉　e≒primary tooth for ex七rac七ion
(3〉　f=filled pr王mar.y tooth.
工n 1952, Fulton showed the following results concerning caries









Another s七udy in 1953 concerned itself with the den七al needs of
15タ672 whi七6/males and 22, 239 white females. The sur.vey concerned
itself wi七h two age groups; the four'-year Old and the 5-9 years old.
The resul七s were as follows:
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DENTAL NEEDS OF 22, 239 WH工T田FEMALES
75.2%　　　　　　　61.8%　　　　　　42.9%　　　　10.8%
82.4%　　　　　　　63.81%　　　　　　52.7%　　　　25%
The average number of def teeth per. child a七49　5 and 6 years was
4.04, 4.76 and 5.13 respectively.(40)
In 1954 ano七her investiga七or studied the incidence of dental caries
in children l-6 year.s of age.(41)工七was∴Shown that children at l and 2
year‘S Of age¥had 22.2% and 23.1% decay (def Index〉 respec七ively. A七
4, 5 and 6 years of age, 70.9%, 78.3% and 83.3% ofthe childrenwere








Another. sur‘Vey Of pre-SChoolers in Philadelphia in 1957 showed tha七by
七hree years of age, 53% of the childI`en had dental caries。(42〉
エn 1969’ there was an inve、S七igation in七o the prevalence and
dis七ribution of dental car.ies in pre-SChooI children。 A survey of 915
Whi七e children between 18 and 39 months of age showed the following:(43)
(a) 8。3% of 18-23 mon七h old children have
dental caries.










(c〉　The average deftee七h and def surface
values for the latter children were 4. 65%
and 6.16% respec七ively.
(d) These results wer.e co血parable with
Nord-s value of 56.0% for 3 year old
boys with dental caries.
With the presence of ora‘l disease in ch王ldren, i七would seem logical
to advoca,七e Ora.1 hygiene measures; hQWeVer, One muSt look at the re-
la七ionship of or.al hygiene to denta.1 disease to see if the advocation of
oral hygiene is justified. In 1963, a Study was conduc七edto see ifthere
was a‘ COr‘rela七ion between good oral hygiene and periodon七al disease and
caries in children. 〈44〉　The s七udy consis七ed of 397 white children 12, 13
and 14 years of age. These children were examined for. oral hygiene
and periodon七al disease. The degree of periodontal disease preseut
demons七ra七ed a fair.1y s七rong posi七ive aLnd significant cor‘rela七ion to
higher oral hygiene scores which denoted poorer oral hygiene。 U七ilizing
daily supervision, Nordis investigation, demons七rated a 70% improv毛細
men七in g申giva.1 heal七h scores. 〈45〉 The study used 343 children 9-11
years of age.
工n 197O Stoner and Prophe七studied early periodontal disease in
Children and young adults. (46〉　The s七udy invoIved 130 subjects aged
5置19 years of age.耽showed that 95% had gingivitis and that this could
be direc乱y rela七ed to poor oral hygiene.
In understanding the relationship between ora.1 hygiene and den七al
caries, Ohe must understand the role of dental plaque. 。Dental plaque
may be defined as the soft, tenaCious bac七erial deposi七which forms on
七he surface of a tooth・ "47) Another investigator defined plaque as
細12　-
fo11ows∴吐e adherent deposit forming on a clean too七h when oral
hygiene measures are abandoned∴当48) Another. investiga七or defines
Plaque as a gel-1ike ma't tha七adheres to the surface of the too七h or
dental res七orations, and domina七ed by microbial componen七s in i七s
ma七ur.e forin (40-50% gram十cocciク1O岬40% gram十rods, 10-15%
gram- rOdsタ　and an increase of filamentous organisms as plaque
ma七ures〉言49〉　Plaque formation appears to occur in two s七eps as
f01lows:
(1) Modified salivary mucosa and protein
COmPrise the maJOr. PO轟ion of plaque; it
is relatively bacterial free in i七s early
form・耽has been offered as a theorythat
bac七erial ac七ion upon these salivary
glycopro七eins aIter their solubility and
CauSe them to become adherent to tooth
Surface.
〈2) The second s七age is concemed with grow七h
and the invasion of the matrix by colonies
of bacteria. (5O〉
A leading periodon七is七states∴’plaque is undoubtedly a. signif士cant
factor in the init土塊on of periodon七al disease, but much more
inves七igatiQn Wi11 be necessary before a precise role can be determined.(51)
One臆Of the early investigators in this field was able to s七udy the
hydrogen ion concentration of plaque. (52〉　From this prel士minary work,
the inves七iga七or was able to find that bacteria in plaque with the aid of a.
Suitable c急rbohydrate can cause or‘ Pr.Oduce acid. (53〉
Rec6nt inves七igations have revealed the fo1lowi堰:
ー13　-
。In addi七ion’ eVidence from epidemioIogical, Clinical,
animal and in vitro studies demonstra七es that the inter-
Play between dietary carbohydrates and the micro-
Or‘ganisms of the plaque produce car‘ies (Gustafson et al.,
1954; Newburn夕1967; Fitzgerald, 1968; Keyes, 1968;
Leach, 1968). Furthermore, reCent Studiels have shown
that in the absence of plaque, but wi七h addi七ions of sucrose
to the die七, Caries fail to develop (IJde, Von Der Fehr and
SchioTT, 1ノ970).一' (54)
エn 1964’ Gibbons su鵬marized his findings as follows: 。so皿e of
七he characteristics of cariogenic micro-Or.ganisms appear to have the
ability to form acid from carbohydrates, tO PerSist in large nurrbers in
dental plaque, and to form intracellular mucopolysaccharides.’一(55)
Thomals Text of Oral PathoIogy states, 。There can be no doubt
that dental caries does not occur without stagnation or perhaps more
PreCisely, there is no evidence that it can do so. Plaques ar‘e deposited
in grea七es七amounts in areas of stagnation.一一(56)
田nglander was able to show that caries free patientsI plaque
has a greate’r buffering capaci七y than those patients with caries rampan七
mouths.(57)
In their text of Or‘al Pa七hoIogy, Schaffer‘, Hine and Levy
recognize dental plaque as an initiating factor. in the carious process.
Il工七charac七eristically forms on tooth surfaces which are
no七cons七antly cleansed and appears as a tenacious, thin
film which may accumulate to perceptible proportions in
24-48 hrs・ There is general agreement tha七enamel
Caries begins benea七h the dental plaque. The presence
Of a plaque, however夕　does not necessarily mean tha七a
Carious lesion wi11 develop.’’(58)
In a two year. study with 702 individuals, Fosdick was able to
rciate oral hygiene habits and too七h decay. In this par‘ticular study,
One grOuP brushed as normal (moming and night), bu七they could not
ー14　-
brush immediately after ingestion of foods. A second group was
ins七ructed to brush their. teeth within ten minu七e苧after ingestion of
foods and to r.inse a蹄er brushing. The following resuIts were attained:
N止mber






er.imenta1　　　429　　　　　　　1. 49　　　　　　0. 51　　　60 Ⅹ ra
甘his∴S七udy showed a 50% reduc七ion in decay by brushing a蹄er meals. (59)
Another inves七igation in Sweden invoIved 299 children (141 boys
and 158 girls) 9-11 years of age. The purpose ofthe inves七iga七ion was
七o assess the benefit of daily supervised toothbrushing wi七h a fluoridated
denti缶ice and weekly r.insing w王七h a血uoridated mou七hwash. Two years
after supervision had been withdrawn, the following resu耽s were noted. (60〉
None of the prophylactic measur.es used in the trial affected caries
incidence except for. brushing with fluorida七ed den七ifriceタWhich was
found to have a residual an七i-Caries∴a.Ction.
録15　-
C・ Evaluation of the Patient-s Oral Hygiene
In order to properly evalua七e any program in oral hygiene,
七here should be a s七andard procedure to measur`-e Patien七abili七y to
maintain clean mouths・ Indices may rate any of the following:
inflamma七ion, bone loss, gingival recession, S七a七e Of hygiene of the
Oral cavi七y, e七C・ The purpose of an index is not only to classifythe
PreSenCe Of a condition, but to classify the seriousness of it.
0ne index for evaluating inflammation in the mou七h is the
P二M.A. Index. (61〉　This index reviews the severi七y of gingivitis.龍
divides the gmglVa into the following areas:
( 1上papi11ary
〈…惇露語
七hese all pertain to the
interdental gingiva mesial
to each tooth.
These area$ are SCOred l for the presence of inflammation or O for
i七s absence. All values are totaled separately, added toge七her and
expressed in one figure, Only maxi11ary and manibular incisors,
Canines and premolar.s are used in this tes七〇
Another investigator proposed the X Ray血dex. 〈62) This
index evaluated the patient by radiographic evidence, and it measures
alveolar bone loss.工t measures only this radiographic phenomenon,
and i七does not score aLny Pa七hoIogical condi七ions present in the patient.
The Per'iodon七al Index (63) is yet another type of index. The
examination deals with six teeth: they are the maxillary le軸cen七ral
incisoI.’maXillary le軸firs七bicuspid, and maxillary righ七firs七molar,
the mandibular r王g出central incisor, mandiもulan righ七first bicuspid,
and mandibula手le軸first molar. The inflamma七ion _arOund each tooth
is graded from O to three (denoting the mos七severe〉, Higher scores
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are asslgned to the teeth if deep periodontal defects exist・ By adding
all the scores together and dividing by the numbeI. Of teeth examined。
七he periodon七al index is deter‘mined.
The Gingival Bone Coun七(64) records the gingival condition and
七he level of the crest of alveolar bone. The home loss is measured by
.radiogr.aphs and scored from O to 5. The gingival condition is also scored
from O-3. A mean score is then computedfor the entire mouth. The
highes七possible score per person is 8.
The Oral Hygiene Index(65) is another me七hod for judging the
Cleanliness of the oral cavi七y. This index is der.ived from scores baLSed
On the fraction of too七h sur.faces cover.ed by debris or calculus. The
tes七is conducted by running the side of a #5 expIo千er. along the var.ious
Surfaces and no七ing the amount of debris as it is removed from the
七ooth surface・ The scoring takes place in the following manner.
(a) 0 = nO Stainor debris pr.esent
(b〉 1 =∴SOf七debris covering not m6r.e than l/3 0f
too七h sur.faces or the presence of extrinsic stains
(c〉　2 = COVering no七more than 2/3 ofthe too七h
(d〉　3 = SOf七debris covering more than 2/3 of the exposed
七ooth surface.
The mouth is divided in七o six areas; the anterior reglOnS Of bo七h jaws,







(c) Oral Hygiene Index = Debr‘is Inde認Plus Calculus Index.
Gr`eene and Vermi11ion wer‘e able to find that this index was sensi七ive
enough to r‘eflec七the cleaning effec七s of too七hbrushing and expected
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relationships between oral cleanliness and Per‘iodontal disease.
The Patien七Hygiene Performance Test〈66〉 is a recently devised
indej江hat utilizes discIosing solu七ion in evaluating oral hygiene. Only
Cer七ain tee七h wer.e used in this type of examination; maXillar.y rig址
firs七molar, maXillary rig址central incisor and maxillary le軸firs七
molar.; mandibular le軸firs七molar, mandibular left cen七ral incisor,
and mandibular right firs七molar. Using discIosing solutionタthe buccal
Surface of the maxillary molars, the lingual surface of the lower molars
and the labial surface of the incisors were assessed. The tooth was
divided into five pa.露s as fo11ows:
(a〉　mesia1 1/3
(b〉　distal l/3
(c〉　M(iddle lI3 that is divided into gingival∂ iniddle and
occlusua1 1/3 in a horizontal direction.
By dividing the sums of the scores by the number of teeth scored, the
results were obtained.
In the final analysis, it is not by the various∴SCOring indices
that we judge our success, bu七i七is the improvemen七in the patients
Oral hygiene, One s七udy of 279 high schooI s七udents in工ndiana showed
a significan七improvement in Oral Hygiene scor`eS following health
education. (67〉　This∴Study was designed to show if a dentis七could or
COuld no七motivate studen七s to improve their oral hygiene. The results








In 192年、夕One inves七igator no七ed significant factors regarding oral
hygiene・ He noted that most patients were not aware of wha七they were
doing with a tob七hbrush㍉instead, they merely went through the mo七ions.
He a.lso men七ioned that the patient must be able to judge the cleanliness
of his mou七h. (68〉
工七was shown in 1946 that the average young」 adult spends 67 seconds
Per day brushing his tee七h. (69) Of great significance is a study conduc七ed
in 1954. (70) The「 investigation invoIved 514 children from 6-15 years of
age.耽concemed i七self with their daily oral hygiene habits. The








In 1970, a Studywas conducted to see if the oral hygiene
behavior‘ Of lO-12 year old childr‘en CO叫d be changed.(71) The
Statistical analysis r.evealed that the oral hygiene behavior of the
Children in both the s七udy and control groups impr.oved significantly
OVer the six-mOnth per`/iode The mean scores at the thr.ee and six
month period indica七e that the control group demonstra七ed a slightly
‘ be七七er oral hygiene performance than the study group・ Al七hough
r‘eSults might not be of clinical significance; it could have easily
OCCurred as a result of patient motivation and stimulation of oral
COnSCiousness (opinion of the authors of the article〉・
A variety of armamentarium are available for practicing
efficient oral hygiene. The toothbrush s七ill appears to be a very
impor.tant aid in removing debris and plaque from the tee七h. In 1948,
Bass advoca七ed a reduced size brush for children・(72) He said that
it should conform to the fo11owing dimensions: ,
/　(1) over-all length==5 inches
(2) width二二6/16 inches
(3) bristles==.005 inches high quali七y nylon
(4〉　finished to ll/32 inches length
(5) ends∴SmOOth and rounded.
工n 1956, Hine recommended a brush with a semi-rigid handle.
The bristles are approximately l/2 inch long and bond in tufts l/8 inch
apart. Hこrecommended a two-rOW brush for childr‘en・ AIso he
advoca亡ed nylon filaments for the fo11owing reasons:
(1〉　more easily cleaned
(2〉 ’1ast l/3 longer than na七ural bristle
(3〉　do no七become soggy or soft
(4) do no七split or abrade easily(73).
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工n 1960’ anO七her gr.oup of investigators∴S七udied the design of
Childr.en-s too七hbrushes. (74〉　They sugges七ed the following dimensions:
臆(1〉　　bristles one inch long
〈2)　0. 36 inches high
(3)　11七riple rows.
Recen七ly eigh七toothbrushes were evaluated as to their effective-
ness in removing basic fuchsin from the teeth of 45 children aged 7-9
years. The study found tha七the elec七ro-meChanical too七hbrush was
more effec七ive than any of the remaining conven七ional s七yle brushes.
The ,nOn-meChaniCal brushes were ranked as to their effec癌veness.
Synthe七ic bristles ra七ed be七七er in a.1l ca七egories than did natural bris七les.
The Oral B #40 proved most effec七ive next to the electric too七hbrush. (75)
Den七al floss would also appear to be a valuable a・id for removing
debris inter'PrOXimally. Bass (76) recognized the importance of den七al
且oss. He realized tha七in七erproximal areas could not be cleaned or
reached by the bristles of the too七hbrush. He recommended the unwaxed
dental鱒oss. By drawing this floss through the interproximal area, i七
WOuld tend to remove microscopIC material tha七could be preseut there.
If one desired to hal七caries activity at the con七ac七poiut area, he
advoca七ed passing the floss through the contac七area and back。 For
Periodontalpreven七ion, he advocated passing the floss to the bo七tom of
七he gingival crevice. Concerning the young patien七ク　he doesn-t advocate
using dental floss un七il the child has permanen七teeth in his mou七h・
Many yea.rs ago, Haverstick no七ed the importance of deutal
floss as an adjunc七in cleaning the proximal surfa,CeS Of adult tee七h. (77)
This investigator gave a vivid description on the use of dental floss:
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里n the use of dental floss, One end should be wrapped
firmly around the lit七le finger of the left hand and the
Other end around the lit七le finger of the rig批hand.
This is to Iock the dental floss∴SO that i七will no七slip
-　thr.ough the fingers when the hands a.re pu11ed apa正
七o hold i七taut. Then, Wi七h the hands held forward,
Palms down, the dental floss should pass under the
Other three fingers of each hand. This posi七ion of
ノ　the dental floss is not changed while it is being usede
The thumbs a.re now placed agains七the floss, One-half
l an inch apari andtumed so that the floss passes over
七he center of the end of each thumb and in this position
the floss should be held taut. (7怨〉,くI
Another. prominen七author s七a七ed in his textbook that the use of
dental組oss is a fa正ly invoIved procedure for the young pa七ien七〇 (79)
Howeverタ　he does agree tha七in older children i七should be included in
七heir daily regimen. He specifica11y men七ions the mesial and dis七al
Surfaces of the permanen七molars.
Al七hough aL great deal of li七erature has not been wri七ten abou七the
use of the hand mirror‘ aS an aLdjunc七; it would appear to be a valuable
aid in teaching the child oral hygiene techniques. Addels七on advocated
the use of the mirror when explaining dentistry to the child. (80〉　He
COn七ended that the most difficult problem is the childIs fear of new,
Strange, unknown surroundings and people. He advocated a Tell, Show
and Do method. He tells the patien七what he is goingto do, he shows
them in the mirror, and then he does it exac七ly the way that he prepared
the patient.、
Another valuable aid that has galned prominence in the last few
years are discIosing agents.鵬would appear that something that could
S七ain the bacteriaLI plaque would be both educational and dramatic to the
patien七・ Or主gina11y, these s七ains were made of basic fuschin・ However,
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SPillage was responsible for the development of a merbromin
Wafer, but the wafer‘ ′had an objec七ionable taste. Nex七, a Vital dye
(neutral red) was tried; this∴Stained the/urine. Finally FDC #3
(erythrosin s七ain〉 proved to be qui七e good a劇er exhaustive clinical
七ests. (81) This stain is available in bothtable七form and liquid
SOlution・ By chewing these table七s for 30 seconds and swishing i七
Wi七h sal王va thrQughou七the mouthタthe bac七erial plaque is stained a
brig出red.
In 196生a Study was under‘taken on oral hygiene methods





No teeth were cleaned perceptibly on pI.0Ⅹimal
Surfaces by chewing fibrous foods, nOr Wer.e
they cleaned on any surface, eXCeP七the occlusal.
Demonstrated士he difficul七y one encoun七ers when
theytryto see plaque wi七hout the use of a dis-
CIosing solution.
Shows the ease with which new growth microcosms
Can be removed from the tooth surfaces by personal
Oral hygiene methods. (82)
In an effort to observe conditions in the oral cavi七y a method u七i-
1izing ul七raviole七illumination evoIved・ 〈83) h this method fluorescein,
a fluor.escent dye was applied to the pa七ien七-s tee七h・ By using a small
POr七able ultraviolet l王ght, and by taking photographs, SeVeral
Observations can be made・一　Localized change? in bone and teeth can be
Observed-Early caries, Plaque, Sta.ins and calculus were very apparen七.
工七would appear that visual aids may enhance the den七is七-s effort
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七o convey his message of oral hygiene to his patients. One lar.ge scale
S七udy invoIving 26, 000 subjec七s evalua七ed television as an educational
aid in grade schooIs. The study was conducted for three years. The
resul七s∴Showed a trend slightly in favor. of T. V. teaching (ra七io of
68: 42-). (84〉
、 Another inves七igator s七ates that words are just symboIs; how-
ever, Pietures differ from this concep七in tha七they resemble the subjec七
in ques七ion・ The inves七iga七or describes visual aids a.s an effective






(5〉　help a s七udent in七egrate his leaming experience
Wi七h his o七her studies and his own activities
(6〉　reten七ion value.
One p手aCti七ioner at七emp七ed to enlig批en his pa七ien七s by projec七ing
large coIor pic七ures on the wall in his 、reCeP七ion room. These pic七ures
are組ashed every twenty secdnds on a television sized screen at ch証r-
七op heigh七・ Some of the pictures have wri七七en messages on them.
These are bo七h educational and en壇rtaining.耽stimulates the viewer.
七o seek additiorlal informa七ion about dental heal七h direc七ly fr.om the
dentis七or in the form of take home materials. Paren七s can easily see
七heir childrenIs problems when magnified lOOx as compared to the view-
box which often makes i七e幻remely difficul七for the lay per.son to under-
Stand the den七ist.耽makes construetive use of the time parents and
七heir childrenl SPend in the reception room--entertaining sma.1l children
and der正ally teaching both children and aduIts. (86)
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Another thoug址along the lines of visual aids is the Kodaslide
Table Viewer. This is simply a miniature slide projec七or言and i七can
aid the dentist in the fo1lowing ways:
(1〉　　The image is undis七or七ed.
ノ　(2〉　　A radiograph can be viewed bythe patieut,
工he dentist and the parent at the same time.
‘ (3)　Table viewer is compac七and it can be
Placed on the bracket table or transferred
With ease from one room to another.
(4〉 The pa-七ient can poin七to the enlarged image
Wi七hout disto正ing i七〇 (87)
Ano七her valuable aid in s七ressing good home care is the use of
the phase con七rast microscope・ As this is a fairly new idea in dentistry,
the li七era七ure appears to be somewhat limited・ MaLny bioIogical materials
(especially live cells), Offer li耽le difference in densi七y, refrac七ive index
Or COIor; therefore, they are difficul七to study wi七h the ordinary micro-
SCOPe. By optical staining (balancing the direc七a‘nd diffrac七ed rays〉,
One Can Observe many living ce11s in high resolution wi七h the phase
COn七raSt microscope.
Mit七leman rela七es his office technique for pa七ient education in
Periodontics. ,(88〉　The den七ist removes∴SOme debris from around the
neck of the tooth and places this toge七her with a drop of physio工ogic
Saline on a slide, and then he places a cover slip over this. He te11s
the patient tha七while discIosing wafers∴show were the germs are in
his mouth両he microscope shows what he is incubating in his mouth.
During periodic recalls’he allows patients the opportuni七y to check
their hygien台pr.ogress by inspecting themselves with the phase contrast
m土croscope. He sta.tes言一This∴reView also serves to reinforce their
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desire to curb germ growths thaL七infec七their」 mOu七hs and their bodies∴一
Al七hough many aids are a,Vailable to us, the philosophies of the
PraCtitioner concerning oral hygiene remains very importan七〇 In his
七est of Clinical Pedodon七主cs, Fim s七ates∴i卓he very young child can
no七be expected to master. an effective too七h brushing technique, SO i七
土s bes七to have the parent do the brushing for抽em∴一〈89)
Anothe云1eading author s七ates∴一children in general do not use
the toothbrush frequen七ly or effectively. The a.verage child requires
at least four prac七ice visi七s before he can leam to manipulate a tooth-
brush correctly. "90〉
A study in 1957 showed tha七unless habits of oral hygiene are
leamed in childhood, they ar‘e difficul七to aLCquire later. (91〉
A leading p専C七itioner in the field of preventive dentistry
expounds his philosophy:
。If a patient has rampaut dental caries which h∈訪.e been
Ca.uSed by poor food habits plus microbial masses on the
tee七h and the dentist res七ores those teeth without correc七-
ing the patie軸ls food habits and teaching proper cleaning
PrOCedures, he has only partially treated the patient and
has wasted much of his time and the patient's time and
money since the cause of the problem has not been
COrreC七ed and the disease will persis七〇 (92〉一’
Over‘臆やhe years, a myria.d of techniques have been advocated for
efficient oral-hygiene. The Fones technique appears to be a simple
七echn主que that can be taught to children.工n this me七hod, the teeth are
held in occlusion, and the buccal and labial segments are brushed with
a circular ino七ion. (93)
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Kimmelman(94) sugges七s tha七the arch form of the primary
den七i七ion as we11 as the tooth form is well suited to horizontal scrubbing
S七rOkes.
Ano七her inves七igator believes that the child is, at a yOung age,
no七expected t9 maSter the brushing techniques. (95) This inves七igator
advoca七ed having the parent do the brushing for the child.
In the past few years, many neW teChniques and innova七ions in
七eaching oral hygiene -have made their appearances: One inves七igator
has a planned program for. teaching. oral hygiene to adolescents. (96)
Firs七, he demonstr.a七es organisms on the patien七-s teeth by use of a
disclosing solution. He then educates the pa七ien七as to the damage that
these micr.obial masses can cause in their mouths. He then helps the
patien七learn to re皿ove the cause。 He s七a七es∴StrOngly that∴一patient
accep七ance of a program of disease prevention is dependen七on the
a七七itude of the、den七is七toward the program・ 11 The following is a
documen七ed case of the forementioned:
11The girl was 13 years of age in 1959 when she wa.s
referred by a dentist to the University of Texas Dental
Branch at Hous七on because of progressive periodon七al
disease〇
、The p如i‘en七-s chief complaint was bleeding gums and loose
teeth. Physical and laboratory examination were done and
¥ included serum calcium身　Phosphorous, and alkaline
Phospねatase de七erminations which proved to be negative.
Familythistory revealed tha七a ma七emal grandmother and
a grea七aunt had died of complications of d土abe七es
mell轟サS.
Orthodontic a,PPlicances were placed at age lO and treat-
men七con七inued for. two years. The patient was r‘eferred
to a pedodontist who noted the progressive periodontal
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di‘sease and referred her to the den七al branch for
evalua七ion and trea七men七〇　The patient wa,S
accepted for study in the Depar.七ment of Pa.thoIogy.
A den七al examina七ion revealed severa1 1oose teeth
and hyperplastic and hemorrhagic gmglVae. There
Were SeVeral pockets which contained pus and were
4職5 mm. deep when mea,Sured from the cementoenamel
JunC七ion. Records were made which included radio-
graphs, Periodontal charting, mOdels, Pho七ographs,
Sedimentation tes七sβ　and phase microscopy studies of
micro-Organisms守rom the pockets. DiscIosing solutions
revealed many areas which harbored micro-Organisms,
Par七icularly interproximally.
Ins七ruc七ions on how to clean the teeth were s七a轟ed and
included the use of the brush′ flossj and wa七er spray.
The patien七was seen e尋ch week until she learned how
to clean her teeth properlye
Clinical changes were noted soon a蹄er the home care
PrOgram WaS Startede The mos七obv士ous being that
gmglVae did not hemorrhage and the teeth were tighter
in the socke七ふ　Pus was no Ionger preseut in the pockets
Or' in the sedimentation tes七〇
Six¥ yearS later., Sedimentation tests, Phase microscopIC
examiha七ion, and clinical examination indica七e七ha七the
disease上S aPPar.ently, at this time, under con七rol.
田xam,主na七ions reveal that the teeth are no Ionger‘ 1ooseβ
the gums do not bleed and the patien七is happy with the
resul七sタ。 (97)
This investigator has also had success in arres七ing cases of rampan七
Caries’(98)　He is also able to show七hrough proper. r.eca11 and
Patien七education and cooperation that he successfully con七rolled a
ramp争nt caries case for 6 years.
Amim “used aqueous methyl red for' demonstrating acid
PrOduc七ion by oral micro-Organisms. (99)　He firs七explains the
entire carious process to the pa七ien七. He calls this the 。what。 and
"where。 of the carious pr.ocess. After the patient unders七ands this
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concep七, they a.re ready to leam about the "when一一∴一how一一and ’lwhy"
of den七al caries. He does this by first showing the pa七ient bac七erial
Plaque on the tooth by means of a discIosing solution・ The pa七ient is
七hen given a simple demonstra‘七iQ・n Of aqueous me七hyl red with vi租egar
七o show the red coIor produced by acids. Then, SOme Plaque is
removed from the pa七ient-s tee七h, and placed on a glass slide in a
circular design・ A few drops of methyl red indica七or is placed
around the ring of plaque, and then, a few crys七als of sugar are added
七o the center ofthe circle. Pa七ien七s who form acid quickly will turn
七he indica七or red in a matter of seconds. The authorl S七ateS∴一Young
children as well a.s paren七s are fascina七ed by the almost magic-1ike
appear‘anCe Of the red coIorl SOOn af七er∴Sugar is added to the plaque。
They soon learn that yellow is good and red is bad and that sugar left
on the te6th turns in七o red acid∴一(100)
A leader工n the field of preventive den七istry questioned the
Value of oral prophylaxis in pedodon七ics; ins七ead, he favors a. program
Of supervised self-PrOPhylaxis. In rei七er‘ating his ar七icle, he compares
the conventional me七hods versus his own philosophy as fo11ows:
一’old Goa,ls (pedodon七ic prophylaxis)
1.　educate child and paren七
2.　create healthier mou七h
3.　dreate ra.pport with child and ease his fears
4. ′Pattern Of regular dental a七七en七ion
(5∴　aPPly topical fluorides
6. 1teach home care
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New ControI Check Program
l。、.　tO teaCh parent and child a level of hea址htha七is
demons七rable夕　understandable and at七ainable
2.、 tO teaCh bo七h parent and child the cleaning skills
needed to reach our agreed upon level of
Periodon七al heaIth
3. , tO get bo七h parent and ch主ld to accep七the responsibility
for childIs health聾
4. to get paren=o appreciate the ・grea七er physi6al
Significance of maiutaining a desired level of heal七h
5.　three month re-Calls to measure level of health and
Skill of cleaning and reinforce cleaning skills
6.　establish long事erm working rela七ionship wi士h the
child




Patien七s in this inves七iga七ion were seen at the de垂al clinic of the
Boston Universi七y School of Gradua七e Dentistry in Bos七on,
Massachuse七ts. The children ranged in age from thr‘ee to five years,
and were members of families of a low socio-eCOnOmic background。
These children regularly at七ended various day-Care facilities, and
had no prior den七al experience. One hundred and thir七y-five children
Were randomly selec七ed for this∴Study. These pa七ien七s were divided
in七o three groups as follows:
Group A　=== 45 children in a control group
Group B　ニ二= 45 children in a conven七ional group
Group C　=== 45 children in amodern group
A.　Clinical Pr'OCedur‘eS and Evalua七ion of the Con七roI Grou
Using a co七ton applicator, eaCh patien七-s teeth were s七ained wi七h an
erythrosin disclosing solutio虹　The solu七ion was applied to the
gingival margmS Of the maxi11ary tee七h and the incisal edges of the
mandibular teeth. The patien七was then told to cIose his mouth and
SWallow. The solution was then dis七ributed over the t90七h surface
and re七ained in areas of plaque accumulation・ The plaque accumulation
WaS then evaluated by two independent examinerse This∴S七udy was a
double blind, a‘nd the examiners did no七know what particular group
they were s6oring・ Six teeth were graded告he buccal surface of bo七h
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maxillary second pr‘imar’y mOlars; the facial surface of the maxillary
le境pr'imary cen七ral incisor; the lingual surface of bo七h mandibular
SeCOnd primary molars, and the lingual surfa.ce of the rig址mandibular
Primary mCISOr. The scoring was based on a. modified or.al hygiene
index as follows:
no stain or. debris presen七
SOft debris covering not more than l/3 of too七h
Sur‘face or the presence of extrinsic) S七a.ins-
SO軸debris covering no七more than 2/3 of the
七〇〇七h　　′
soft debris covering more than 2/3 of the too七h
Surface.
' Each examineri reCOrded the patient's score on an oral hygiene scoring
Shee七(see,P. 36 ). The score for a11 sixtee七hvaried from O∴ 18.
The index wa‘S COmPuted by taking the mean of the six teeth。 Each
exam主ner fu轟her scored the pa七ien七s according to a five poin七system.
The sys七em was noted by Hall and(Conroy. (102〉　The scoring was as
f01lows:
no plaque
Particles of plaque a七the g主ngival margm
distinc七r.eglOn Of plaque at the gingival
margln
dis七inc七reglOn Of sta‘ined plaLque at the gingival
margm eX七ending a.long the mesial, CerVical,
and distal surfaces.
S七ained plaque covering l/3 of the too七h surface
s七ained plaque coveri壷2/3 or more of the
七ooth surface.
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Al士( Pa七ien七s behavior was evaluated to determine if a correlation
existed be七ween groups and behavior'al patterns. The Fran虹(103)
SCale of behavior was used by bo七h examiners. Children exhibi七ing
a four (4) ra七ing (defini七ely nega七ive) were eliminated from this
inves七igatione Par七icipants exhibi七ed the following ra七ings:
Ra七ing l; Definitely Posi七ive
Good rappo址wi七h the den七is七, interes七ed in the den七al procedures,
Iaughing and enJOymg the s王七uation.
Ra.七ing 2: Positive　　　　　　　　　　　’’
Accep七ance of treatmen七; a七t主mes cautious, Willingness to comply
With the dentis七, at times with reservation but patien七follows the
den七is七¥一s direc七ions cooperatively.
Ra七ing 3: Nega.七ive
Reluctan七to accept七reatment, unCOOPerative, SOme eVidence of
negative at七itude, bu七no七pronounced.
Photographic documen七ation of selected patien七s was ob七ained with
a single lens r'eflex ca印eraさ!く・: A11 selec七ed tee七h wer.e pho七ographed
initially, and at each recall visit. After tee七h were evaluatedJ eaCh
Patien七had an oral prophylaxis, and it叩’aS Checked for thoroughness
With discIosing solu七ion.
A七each reca11 visit, the subjec七s were evaluated in exac七ly the same
manner as they were during the initial visit. The patients were
evaluated at one week, three week and twelve week in七ervals.
>:く　Honeywe11 Pentax with a be11ows, three ex七ension tubes, 100 mm
front-mOun七lens and ring flash.
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B. Clinical Procedures and Evaluationゝof the C陣nVen七ional Grou
Each patien七was∴Stained with discIosing solution in exactly the same
manner‘ aS the con七rol group. Scoring and photographs of the patien七s
followed the same rou七ine as the control group. The childwas glVen
a 。talk。 on tooth decay and toothbrushing・ Each patient was then
glVen a d‾emonstra七ion on proper brushing utilizing models and
brush (see Appendix). The child wa/; then given諒or`al prophylaxis,
and its thoroughness was cheeked by discIosing solu七ion. Each
Patient received a toothbrush and a tube of fluoridated dentifrice.
The ¥Subjects from this groupmg Were reCalled in precisely the same
manner as the contr.ol group.
C. Clinical Procedur《eS and Evaluation of the Modern Grou
As a prerequisi七e for t鵬s gr‘OuP, the par‘ent and teacher attended an
educa七ional session. The purpose of the presentation was to educate
七he parents and teacher in oral hygiene techniques, and to emphasize
their assistance in mo七iva七ing the pre-SChooI child in proper oral
hygien巳a七home and in the classrobms. The pr`eSentation was pro-
Vided at the respective day-Care facilities prior to the childIs
Clinical encounter.
Each patient was∴Stained with the discIosing solution in exactly the
Same manner aS the contr.ol group. Scoring and pho七ogI`aPhs of these
Patien七s followed the same r‘Outine as the con七rol group. Following
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七he initial scoring, Children in groups of five were shown a car七oon-
type臆Slide presentation of oral hygiene techniques, Plaque and i七s
role in too七h decay言md disclosing table七s. Individua11yタ　eaCh
patient was∴Shown 。germsI† from his bac七erial plaque using the phase
c6n七ras七microscope, Each patien七was presen七ed a当alk’一on their
OWn level conceming oral hygiene a.nd too七h decay, and was glVen
a de七ailed oral hygiene demons七ra七ion utiliz土ng the following
armamen七arium…　七Od七hbrushク　tOOthpasteそ　unWaXed den七al floss’ d土s-
CIosing tablets, and hand mirror (see Appendix). On an individual
basis, eaCh patierl七was requested tb adequately demons七rate oral
hygiene techniques. Each child was given two 〈home and school)
dral hygiene kits tha七consisted of the following; tOOthbrush9
fluoridated den七ifrice, discIosing tablets, a,nd unwaxed dental floss。
An oral pr.ophylaxis was prov主ded, a-nd/ its thoroughness was checked
With discIosing solution。　The patients from this grouping were
recalled in pr.ecisely the same mamer as the control group.
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Group A Con七roI Grou
Ery七hrosin discIosing solu七ion (Trace〉
Co七七on swab applicator





Midwes七Tru-Torc handpiece and prophy angle
Densco webbed rubber prophy cups
POH unwaxed dental floss
Caulk z主rcate prophy paste
Camera, film (Kodachrome 135) ‘
Group B Ccmventional Grou







Midwest Tru-Tor.c宜andpiece and prophy angle




POH unwaxed den七al floss
Caulk zircate pr`OPhy pas七e
Lac七ona model and brush
Toothbrush and fluoride dent主frice
Cameia, film (Kodachrome 135)
Group C 、 Modern Grou
(continued〉







Midwes七Tru-Torc handpiece and prophy angle
Densco webbed rubber prophy cups
POH unwaxed den七al floss
Caulk zir.cate prophy paste
Sawye聴七able viewer- Slide projec七o千
Phase contrast microscope (slides, COVer Slips and saline)
Two oral hygiene ki七s
Hand Mirror
Camera, film (Kodachrome 135〉
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R圏SULTS
月A formal mathema七ical inalysis of the resul七s of experimental
resear‘Ch is almost a necessi七y if the da七a are to be in七er.pre七ed in
七erms of some hypo七hesis・ This analysis is needed because of the
natural varia七ion in the numbers obtained from all measuremen七s.
Most hypo七hesis camot be answered wi七h an unques七ionable 。yes。
or一一no一一言he variability of the resul七s makes us say ’’probably一’.
The formal sys七em known as sta七istics, Or mOr.e SPeCifica11y as
biometry, allows us to say 。probably。 wi七h some es七imate of how
closely this一一probably一一a,PPrOaChes a defi血te ’一yes’’or ’一no’’・ (104〉
1. S七a七is七ical Correlation of the
A previous inves七iga七ion used m飽SurementS made independen七ly by
七wo persons′ and the mean of their two measurements were used for
resul七s. (105〉　Before this presen七inves七igation used the foremen七ioned
me七hod; it was decided to corr.elate the examinersI scor.es to determine
七heir significance・ Using the con七rol group, the correlation coefficient
for the ini七ial visi七was O・8999; this r?PreSen七ed a p= oOOl& and this
proved highly significan七・ A second check on the examiners was
computed on the groupIs twelve week visit’and the correlation coefficien七
was o.8713; this gave a p=.001, and this proved hig皿y significant. It
was on this bas主s tha七all scores of plaque accumula七ion were based on
the mean of the examinersI score.
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2.　Variables




the three point system of
evaluating plaque accumulation
七he f主ve point system of
evalua七ing plaque accumulation
the behavior of the patien七s in
the various groups.
3・ Ty鱒Of臆A千l吐y書写迫
This analysis was compu七ed by the Biostatistics Laboratory of the
Bos七on Universi七y Medical Center・ A repea七ed measur‘eS analysis
Of varianceクindependent groups, With trend analysis was determined.(106〉
This analysis was computed for the first two variables; behavioral
analysis was evalua七ed by a simplified counting of the scores and a
Chi squar‘e teSt for. significance.


















































































































B孟use of the simplicity of this grading system言七was decided to
COun吊he various behavior scores and to char七them. I七was then
decided to analyz。 th。 。har七s by a C五〇Squar。 t。St七。 S。。 if th。r。























































For the one week visi七9 Chi輸Square was equal to 4.5781.























The Chi-Square was equal to l.0477 for the 12 week recall visi七〇
Regardless of the visi七, the Chi-Square scores showed tha七the
behavior scores were not significan七・ This meant tha七there was not
a real association be七ween behavior of the child and the par七icular
grOup.
叩he reason tha七only 134 patien七s appear scored is because the other
Pa七ientIs score was o; yOu Cap nO七uSe /Summa七ion of O plus O in this type
Of analysis.
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/ A・ Clinical Observations Conceming
Plaque Scores
M。ny 。。n七r.。V。rSi。S hav。 aris。n 。V。r tA。 m。ri七s 。f t。a。hing
Oral hygiene to the pre-SChool age pa七ient. One noted author states,
。The paren七must a,SSume the full responsibility in the home for the
Ca重e Of the childls mou七h up to six or seven; a軸er that time the young
boy or girl can be delegated to brush his or her own teeth.一一(107)
Another authorl StateS言草he very young can not be expected to mas七er
an effec七ive tooth brushing technique, SO i七is best to have the par'en七S
do the brushing for the child.当108〉　Ano七her prominent researcher
has even suggested a method whereby the paren七can properly clean
㍗ child-s mouth・ (1O9)
A well known pedodoh七is七s七ated his opinion∴一Brushing the
七eeth a.fter eating should be aL habit children/develop the same音aS the
habi七of washing the hands and face before eating. However, i七isnlt
easy for children to accep七these chores unless they know哩型y Every
dentist who treats children is in a unique position to do a. thorough and
effec七ive job of teaching personal mouth hygiene。 "110)
甲he purpose of this inves珪ga七ion was to utilize two me七hods
Of oral hygiene education, a-nd to demonstra七e (by scoring plaque)
Which method夕if any, bes七motivated the patieut・ Using the pre-SChooI
Child, an Observation was made七O de七ermine whe七her or not these
Children could successfully be edueded in proper oral hygiene.
Emphasis was not placed on specific techniques, but rather motivating
七he patients to accept their responsibil士ty for proper oral hygiene.
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The results of this investiga七ion showed tha七regardless of the
educational me七hod u七ilized, there was no七a s七a.tis七ically significan七
improvemen七in clinical scores over the twelve-Week period. All
groups a.ppeared to show impr‘OVement at the one-Week vis壇howeverタ
七he improvement mig址be associated wi七h the recer克dental encoun七er
and no七the educa七ional me七hod utilized. By the twelve-Week recall,
all groups were at the same level of plaque accumula七ion. While the
OVerall modem groups- average was∴Slightly lower, the individual
ini七ial scor.es were also Iower. Graphical interpre七a七ion showed, tha七
regardless of the group invoIved, the same trend and correla七ion
between all groups exis七ed.　　　　¥
工n a s七udy by L6e, (111〉 he fouhd that plaque was visible af七er
24 hours wi七h or wi七hou七discIosing solutions. He fur七her related
七hat plaque grows in a coional direction and reached i七s maximum
after one week of non輸aC七ive cleansing. S七atistical a.nalysis, in this
present inves七iga七ion, Showed that plaque did no七reach its maximum
in one week; this was consisten七for a11 groups. It was after the one
Week visi七and by the three week r?C去11 visi七that oral hygiene dete-
r.iorated and plaque accumulation increased. This was consis七en七for
a11 groups. A七the twelve week period, Plaque accumula七ion increased
七o the level of the initial visit∴ThisLWaS true for a11 groups.耽appeared,
七ha七in comparing L6e's work to this presen七inves七igation, SOme tyPe
Of or.al hygiene was being practiced/in the home environment, and
七ha七this prac七ice deteriorated over a twelve week period. Since results
Were COnSistent for all groups; i七appeared that educational me七hods
Wer.足音nOt reSPOnSible for patien七mo七ivation, bu七rather the臆den七a.l
encoun七er i七self may have been enough to provide some type of
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motivation.
The resul七s of the七welve week reca11 are inter‘eS七ing from
a clinical s七andpo土nt, because it a.ppear.ed to support the investigation
of Gillig on the retention of Heal七h education. (112〉　Gillig was able
七o show that regar'dless of the me七hod of education employed$　reten七ion
a軸er' Six weeks was not s七atistically be七ter than the control group.
The modem group of th土s present inVestiga七ion invoIved the parents
in one educational session.耽appeared tha七the presen七inves七igation
and tha七of Gillig(113〉 indicated tha七one paren七al encoun七er was not
Statistically significan七.
工n considering exposure to den七aしhealth educa七ion, a unique
inves七iga七ion analyzed the performance bf lO-11 year old children
following a single exposure to the subject. Resul七s indica七ed that only
minor oral hygiene improvemen七was ob七ained. Even at/ the two week
Period, the degree of improvemen七w急・S tOO Sligh七to be of any clinical
significance. (114) These resul七s would appear to coincide. with the
resul七s of this presen七inves七iga七ion. Me槙n scores began to show a
decrease in oral hygiene improvement at the three week recalL　工t
WOuld appear that the pre-SChooler as well as the lO-11 yea.r old needs
reinforcemen七.
Another interesting s七udy eval止ated the gmglVa Of children based
On SuP9rVised oral hygiene. An improvement of 70% was noted; however,
七hese resul七s were leas七effec七ive in the lower molar a云ea (13%上(115)
This∴S七udy invoIved 12- 14 year‘ Old children夕　a-nd the cor.relation between
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(
七his age group and the pre-SChooler is indeed questionable. This did
indica七e th専daily supervision of tooth brushing was∴SuPerior to single
exposures of instruction’ and this fac七or. may have clinical impor七ance
in a future follow-uP S七udy.
While voluminous li七era七ure has described plaque accu叫ulation
in the adult popula七ion, (116〉 very li七tle research has correlated adul七
Plaque pat七ems wi七h that of the pre-SChool age child. Wi七h the exception
Of the firs七recall visi七, Plaque pa七tems, in this pr6sen七investiga七ion
Were fairly consisten七from the initial visi七to the twelve week recall
visit. The reader' is direc七ed to the mean scores of the various groups
裏」he ini七ial a-nd the twelve week visi七・ The facial areas of the maxillar‘y
SeCOnd primary molars, and the lingual surfaces of the mandibular
SeCOnd prim葛ry molars had the highest plaque scor‘eS. I七appeared that
the plaque developed in a coronal diree七ion. The plaque accumulation,
according to the s七atis七ics of this presen七study, did no七reach i七s maximum
a丑er one week・ The upper incisor-s ,and some lower‘ incisors appeared
七o have less plaque; mOS七PrOba.bly because of mas七icatory patterns of the
individual and the movemen七of the tongue and cheeks. This lat七er




While the main pur.pose・of this investigation was to evaluate
the responses on pre細SChooI childr.en to oral hygiene education, there
Were many interest主ng clinical and psychoIogical considerations in a
Study of this nature.
From a clinical standpointβ many r.Outine procedures had to be
Perfected for the pre置SChool age pa缶ent.龍was impor七an七to choose
an acceptable disclos主ng medium that would give abcurate resul七s and
have a pleasan吊as七e・ Disclosing wafers were tried ini七ia11y; however,
PrOPer instruction was beyond the comPrehension of this age group
Vespecially on the firs七visi七〉・ Fo叩uS(reaSOn, an ery七hrosin dis-
CIosing solu七ion was used (Trace)・工t was found tha七simple swishing
Of the diluted solution did no七giveふn even distribu缶on of stain. I七
WaS then decided to apply the conceh七rated solu七ion to the gingival
margins of、七he maxi11ary tee七h, and the incisal and occlusal surfaces
Of the mandibular teeth。 By having the patien七close and swallow, the
SOlution was dis七ributed over the tooth surface and re七a主ned in areas
Of plaque accumulation・ This me七hod permitted minimal swallowing
Of the solu七ion・ The sys七emic effects of repeated use of discIosing
SOlu七ions mer.its further‘ investigation.
In add班on to obtaining the proper discIosing medium, a
Standardized index for grading pla即e a-CCumulation hnd to be
es七ablished・ Many investigator.s have util王zed indices in recording
Per‘iodontal disease in the adult. Periodontal indices were not
COnSidered for this present study. (118〉
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The Greene and Vermi11ion Oral Hygiene Index appeared to
be the bes七lChoice for judging pl急que dis七ribu七ion; however, Cer七ain
modifications had to be made. Judging plaque distribu七ion wi七h a #5
expIorer proved to be too subjective, a.nd i七was decided to use a
disc、losing solution medium for a more standar.dized resul七。∴耽was
also decided to use a second scor‘ing sys七em七o correlate the accuracy
Of the modified Greene and Vermillioh Index.
A five poin七sys七em was empIoyedJaS uSed by Hall and Conroy. (119)
The cri七eria for scoring plaque wer.e is- follows:
¥
no plaque
Particles of stained plaque a吊he gingival margin
distinct reglOn Of stained plaque a吊he gingival
(d) 3 =認諾r。gl。n 。f sta土n。d pla。u。 a壇ingival




Results of this present s七udy showed that when teeih were scored one on
the Oral Hygiene工ndex, they were almos七invariably scored three on
七he five poin七system・ Based on these findings, a five poin七system was
no七significantly more sensitive for this age group.
Recently the li七erature ci七ed a modified persona.1 perforlmanCe
index言12O〉 The new modification qelineates five main areas on a too七h
Surface. While this七echnique血ay allow a precise plaque evalua七王on,
i七may prove unruly in rou七irie clinical prac七ice. Since the majority of
SCOreS in this∴S七udy indicates extension of pl網ue into the interproximal













































horizontal divisions of the tooth into thirds would be adequate・ Scoring
must be simplified in order that auxiliary personnel may consistently
evaluate oial hygiene performance.
A prophylactic paste had臆tO be selected. Since this wa.s not a
Study on the efficacy of various pastes, i七was decided to use any agent
Which adequat-ely removed plaque.珪was also decided to use a product
tha十incorporated fluoride beca脚se this would have an additional
PreVentive effec七・ While using one type of fluoridated pr`OPhylaxis pas七e,
many patients vomited shortly after leaving the operatory. Whether
inadequate suction or the suplne`posi七ion of the patient was responsible
¥s questionable; however, When Zircate paste wi七hout fluoride was used,
no emesis was experienced. Many of my colleagues have complained
abou七their patien七s vomiting wi七h various fluoride prophy pastes. This
factor was certainly shown with Zir‘COnium silicate stannous fluoride
PaSte, Which caused nausea and v?miting・(121) This is an area that
merits fur七her investiga七ion.
Two independent examiners were used for scor.ing patients. The
SCOrerS Were unaWare Of the group they were scoring or the names of
the subjects involved. The examiners were given instructions for the
method of scoring to be used, and in this investigation∴七heir correlation
WaS highly significant (p=.001).
While there were no clinical or technical problems with the
COn七rOl group, there were soine interesting observations noted with the
COnVentional and modern groups. After reviewing various brushing
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methods,証was decided to teach the child a new type of oral hygiene
me七hod・ T心e child was told t咄there were three par七s ofthe too拙the
top (occlusal surface)言he outside (七he buccal surface〉, and the inside
¥ 〈the lingual surface〉e This was called the T.O. I. system of oral
hygi¥ene. The subjec七s in the convノen七ional and modern groups were
¥
able to grasp the basic conc(e車抽at they had three areas of their tooth
to brush; however, aS the res軸s indicate言he child did no七practice
七his concep七〇　　　　　　　　　　‘
In the conventional gr.oup言七he children wer'e nOt able to
adequately under.s七and the oral hygiene ins七ruc七ion. The children did
¥
not皿derstand the correlation be七ween the large toothbrushクmOdel
a.nd their mou七hsき　Perhaps not using a Tell, Show and Do me七hod as
advocated by Addelston, WaS reSPOnSible for poor communication.
Ano七her inves七igator s七a七ed tha七he motivated pa七ien七s by the Tell,
Show and Do method. 〈122)
工n the modern group, many interes七ing observations were made.
The slide presenta七ion appeared to be an immediate attention get七er.,
and the cartoons helped in obtaining the ch皿s confidence・ The gr.oup
Situation was conducive to a better feed back and discussion. Most of
the 4-5 year old children appeared to gain b basic understanding of
砧e e七iology of tooth decay. This concep七was beyond the comprehension
Of thethree yea-r Old・工n the words of an outgoing five year old:
。You have to clean your teeth after eating.龍you
宝器詳’七誓書語意薄暑豊豊em
they will begin to ea.t your tooth・ As the bugs ea七
your tooth, they will make holes in your. teet乱and
you will get ro七ten teeth∴十
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The phase contras七micr.oscope was beyond the comprehension
Ofthe pre-SChooI child. I七was apparen吊hat the child couldno七see or
dis七inquish oral bac七eria。 The inves七igator then placed a piece of his
hair under the slide and had the childr.en look a.七it. They equate this
lar‘ge black mark to the性ug早生n their mouth言請may be more
meaningful to demons七ra七e bac七料iato the paren七s. Children appeared
へ　tO COmPr.ehend the oral hygiene dembnstra七ion。 By using a hand
mirror and having the demons七ra珪on performed in their mouths,
the children appeared to have a be七七er concept of proper methods than
the conven七ional group. The children in this group were able to
hamonstrate a fa.土r degree of manu丸dexteri七y in brushing their tee拙
however, flossing seemed to prove ex七remely difficult. Parents were
encour`aged to supervise flossing at home. Wi七h disclos主ng solut主on,
the T. O.工. brushing sys七em, and¥individualized instruc七ion3 the child
became aware ofthe teeth in both a.rches, and how he was supposed
to brush them・ Appr'OXima七ely twenty minutes of instructions was
allo七ted to each pat土en七・ Patience and persevera・nCe is not the only
ans帝er in teaching the pre-SChooler preventive dentis七ry. Bet七er
techniques in health education, mOre eXPOSureS¥七O PreVen七ive den七is七ry∂
PrOPerly mo七ivated parents, and innovative methods in re七ention of
hea丑h education may assis七in soIving this problem.
The modem ¥宮rOuP WaS the only group that invoIved the paren七.
Paren七s were given the same presen七ation as the children, in the hope
七hat a positive reinforcement would be created in the home enviI`Onmen七.
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Many of the children were questioned abou=heir home oral hygiene.
When questioned about par.en七al a.ssis七ance, Children responded that;
=My mother. watches to see tha七工brush myteeth every day一'∴lMy
¥ mOmmy doesn'七have time”∴'My mo七her doesn-t want me to pu七the
red pills in my mou七h”, "My mo哩r wouldn-t help me brush my
tee七h一㌧　As time elapsed, Children-s answers became more and more
negative, indica・ting that one exposure for the paren七was inadequate.
¥
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C. PsychoIogical Consi`derations of the
Pre動Schoo工Child as I七Applied
七o this Present Inves七iga七ion
¥
One den七al educator sta七ed言出members of the pr'Ofession
hed a more thorough unders七anding of the behavior. char.acteris七ics
Of children a七differen七stages of gr.o面th and development; We WOuld
be in a・be七ter posi七ion to es七ablish rappor.t with the child during the
den七al experience.” (123) It would ther.efore be valid七。 C。nSider
SOme aSPeCtS Of the psychoIogical dさ完工opmen七of the pre-SChoo工child
as it applied to this presen七inves七iga七ion.
During the pr.e-SChooI perio叶七he ch主ld develops his per‘SOnality.
Up to this point, his en七ire environmen七has been centered around his
home life。 Separation anxiety can be a ver‘y real problem in dealing
v聖h the young pre賀SChooler.. Frankl demons七ra七ed in a we11-COntr.Olled
Study tha七childr‘en under 50 mon七hs of age suffer from separation anxiety
in the operator.y. (124〉　エn this pr.esent study, Childr.en-s behavior was
evalua七ed using the Fr.ankl scale; howi-eVer’Ch士ldren exhibiting a serious
behavior problem were not included in this s七udy・ The major‘主七y of the
Children exhibi七ed excellen七behavior・ While many of the younger
Children (3 years of age〉 asked for‘ ・their. mo七hers, SePara七ion anxie七y
did not appear. to be a工naJOr PrOblem・ S七atis七ical ana工ysis showed that
as children became-mOr.e familiar with theirl SurrOunding8 behavior.al
PrOblems improved.
From a social standpoint9 the child is moving ln a d主rec七ion of
integra七ed play・ Pee予im主tation becbmes mor.e pr.onounced. This could
explain why children in a group or clinic situation present fewer
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behavioral problems. 〈125) Classmates related a pleasant experi。n。。.
The trend言n the present study’WaS COnSistent for all groups.
〉　The child was gr‘eeted in the wai七ing r‘OOm by the dentist.
OIson states∴一I feel that in the practice of dentistry for children we
muS七gO Out into the reception roomやbring the pre-SChooI child into
the operator.y for the initial dental experience.当126)
臆The pre-SChool age patient should know his den七ist well and
have confidence in him・ For this par.ticular I.eaSOh, nOne Of the clinical
WOrk was delegated to auxiliary persomel・ This philosophy of treat-
men七is∴Shared by Law and Lewis. (127) Procedures wer`e eXPlained
ヾth enthusiasm・ and as a.result・ few behavior problems were
enCO甲tered・ This philosophy of treatment is encouraged by OIson.(128)
An at七empt was made to display an at七itude of interest, kindness, and
friendship; this opinion is shar‘ed by Brauer..(129)
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¥ SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This investigation clinically evaluated the response in pre-SChooI
Children to oral hygiene education・ It invoIved 135 children aged 3-5
year‘S-from the same socio-eCOnOmic backgr.ound. The children were
divided into three equal groups. One group served as a control・ By
u七ilizing two me七hods of oral hygi垂e education, a double blind study
WaS COnduc七ed to demonstrate, by `S6ormg Plaqueβ Which method, if
any, best m6七ivated the patien七・ Chilcむen were graded on their behavior
in an effort to see if there was a statistical correlation between behavior
and groupmgS.
The following conclusions can be drawn:
¥
1・ Regardless of the educational method of oral hygiene
utilized, nO S七atistically significant improvement in
Plaque scores were evident.
2・　Ther‘e waS a Slight impr‘OVement in the one week recall
Visit; however, this appears to be attr主buted to the
recent dental encounter and not the educational method
utilized.
3・ A七the twelve week recall visit’ Pa七ien七s in a11 three
groupsノhad at七ained an accumula七ion of plaque identical
to their ini七ial visit.
4・ One exposure to oral hygiene educa七ion was no七
Sufficient to motivate the pre-SChool age child.
5・ During the clinical sessions’Visual aids appeared to
be enter七aining; however, the effec七s were not
Sta七istically significant in improving plaque scores





。ne exposure to parents and teachers did not pr.ove
七o be sufficient in motiva七ing them to help their.
Children.
Children can successfully be scor.ed (plaque
accumula七ion〉 u七ilizing a寅dified Green。 and
Vermi11ion工ndex・ A highly significant correlation
be七ween the two examiners was es七ablished.
8. A five poin七scoring sys七em did not appear. more
SenSitive from a sta-tis七ical standpoin七than did the
七hr.ee point sys七em・工t appeared tha七the three poin七
SyStem (simplici七y〉 would be easies七to teach
auxiliary persomel.
9・ Scor.ing plaque at the childfs ini七ial visit was extrem。y
- impor七an七; it gave the dentis七a base line from w址ch
fu七ure evalua七ions weie possible.
10. The behavioral scores of these patien七s indicate七hat,
rega.rdless of their groupings, there was no statistical
COrrelation between the various groups ind the
behavior of the patient.-
11・ As the pa七ien七s became more familiar wi七h the dental
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